
Z-Root Router

The Z-Root is used to increase the range of Z-Heads, by relaying messages between 
them and the Z-Port. 

The router is powered by a 5V to 24VDC supply.
The +ve supply must be connected to the terminal labelled “+”.

By default the router will work on Network A. If a 4 way dipswitch is fitted, the router can be 
configured to use an alternative network code (B to H).

Switches 1,2 and 3 control the Network Offset (0 means off, 1 means on)

Network 1  2  3  
A 0  0  0 * default option if dipswitches are not fitted
B 0  0  1
C 0  1  0
D 0  1  1
E 1  0  0
F 1  0  1
G 1  1  0
H 1  1  1

Before switching the router on make sure the Z-Port is already powered on.
Inside the router there is a yellow power switch. Push it to the ON position to switch the 
router on.
There is a push button and LED on the front to help with determining the status of the 
router.

When powered up:

The router will do a sequence of five short flashes, then one long flash when it successfully 
joins a parent device (a parent device is normally the Z-Port but could be another router).
If it is unable to join it will keep trying periodically and will continue doing the sequence of 
five short flashes as it retries. The network information is retained when the power is 
cycled so it only needs to join once.

Once the router has joined a parent device:

To check if the router is in range of its parent device (another router or the Z-Port) push 
and release the front button briefly. The led will light when the button is held down. When 
the button is released, if a second flash is seen, the router is in range. The absence of a 
second flash indicates the router is out of range. (Note: the very first time this check is 
done after the router has joined a new parent there will be no second flash. This is normal. 
Simply push the button again and there should be a second flash this time and all 
subsequent times).

To force the router to find a new parent device, hold down the button for six seconds until 
the led starts a new sequence of five short flashes, then a long flash as it joins the network 
again. If any end devices had previously joined that router they may need to be made to 
join again.



To make an end device join the router:

To force an end device to join to the router (or the Z-Port if closer), hold down the push 
button on the end device for six seconds until its led starts to flash. The end device will do 
five short flashes then one long flash if it successfully joins. The router will give one short 
flash when the end device joins.

To work out which router an end device is joined to, turn off the suspected (parent of the 
end device) router and see if a double flash is made by the end device when its button is 
pushed. If the double flash is not seen, turn the router back on and see that the double 
flash occurs again.

The Z-Port will flash its led when an end device sends a message that gets through to it 
(either directly or via a router), but unfortunately it is not possible to make the router 
indicate that it relayed the message.

If an end device is joined to a router and sends a message, it will get a response from the 
router to say it received the message. The end device will then do a double flash (if its 
push button had been used), even if the router is subsequently unable to relay the 
message on to the Z-Port.


